
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of mechanic,
assembly. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications
and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still
be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for mechanic, assembly

Operates all DC electric, pneumatic, hydraulic tooling
Disassemble, rebuilds and replaces electrical accessory parts, mechanical sub-
assembly units, and repairs body, chassis, and structures on all moving
equipment
Assemble and attached functional and cosmetic hardware to assemblies using
hand tools and power tools
Performs the assemble, start up, and function test of equipment systems
Troubleshoots systems, makes necessary repairs and corrections to system
Collaborate with engineering to solve problems
Design and fabricate custom tools and fixtures where tools do not work or
exist
Employment in this position also requires standing, twisting and bending at
the waist, walking, carrying and lifting less than 10 pounds,
climbing/balancing, handling, rotation of head/neck, contact with metals,
solvents, exposure to noise, atmospheric conditions and elevated platforms,
and the use of personal safety gear for face/eye, hand/arm, ears and feet
Receive work assignment from various sources (e.g., shop lead, sign up book,
online computing systems, special repair (S/R), service repair manual (SRM)
and service bulletins) coordinate with shop and work priority rejection tags
Locate work area using drawings or other paperwork that specifies airplane
number, section number, and three point locations
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Prompt reporting of malfunctioning equipment and machines *Working
within EH&S guidelines as defined by UTC, P&W, and OSHA
Successful candidate will be self-motivated, flexible in meeting schedules and
shop requirements and have a strong bias for action
Functional Testing of certain Systems
Drilling close tolerance holes using a variety of hand drills/power feed drills
Multiple types of fastener installations in composite and sheet metal
May require some composite and fiberglass bond layup or repair


